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Classes of colloidal dielectric systems are found with full three-dimensional photonic band gaps, using
photonic band-structure calculations. The fcc structure composed from either high dielectric spheres or low
dielectric spheres has three-dimensional band gaps and lower-frequency pseudogaps. TheAB2 structure has a
higher-frequency pseudogap.@S0163-1829~98!00307-5#
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A major thrust in the emerging field of photonic band g
~PBG! materials1–3 has been to design and fabricate stru
tures with three-dimensional photonic band gaps, at opt
and near-infrared frequencies. Much interest has focuse
colloidal systems, since these self-assemble into th
dimensional crystals with excellent long-range periodicity,
optical length scales. Photonic crystals with full PBG’s c
suppress spontaenous emission and control the lifetime
chemical species in catalytic processes.3–5 The absorption-
less colloid properties at optical wavelengths make th
ideal for the first optical PBG crystals—which could lead
interesting optoelectronic applications.

Colloidal crystal growth produces inherently thre
dimensional~3D! structures, a significant advantage ov
lithographic techniques which primarily produce tw
dimensional patterns. Monodisperse colloidal suspension
microspheres can self-order into crystalline structures at
tical length scales.6–8 Colloidal epitaxy on a patterened su
strate has produced macroscopic face-centered-cubic~fcc!
colloidal crystals grown along the 100 direction.9 At low
microsphere volume fractions (<5%), colloidal suspensions
crystallize in the fcc~Ref. 7! and bcc~Ref. 8! lattices, that
show optical stop bands along certain crystal directions.
nary colloidal mixtures of small and large microspher
show an entropically driven phase separation into a clo
packed arrangement of larger spheres.10,11 Binary mixtures
of hard spheres with a radius ratio of;0.58 exhibit transi-
tions to the complexAB2 andAB13 crystal structures12 with
a high packing density (>0.74) of the spheres. In spite o
this wide diversity of colloidal crystals, the photonic prope
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ties of such systems are not well established. In this pape
predict crystal structures that have full 3D PBG’s, and m
be assembled from colloidal crystals.

Spontaenous emission depends both on density of th
nal photon states and the transition matrix element. Crys
with directional stop bands will generally not alter spo
taenous emission unless the stop bands overlap in all d
tions of k space and lead to a pronounced change in
photon densities of states~DOS’s!. Two-dimensional photo-
nic crystals are generally unsuitable for suppressing sp
taenous emission, although they can be used to efficie
extract the emitted radiation.13 Hence we focus on three
dimensional PBG crystals here. Our calculations are ba
on the well-established method of vector-wave solutions
Maxwell’s equations in a periodic dielectric structure utili
ing plane-wave expansions of theE andH fields.2,14–16This
technique has been pivotal in predicting and designing th
dimensional PBG crystals with excellent agreement betw
theory and measurement.18 Densities of states are compute
with the tetrahedron integration method using grids in
irreducible Brillouin zone.

We consider fcc structures composed of spheres~or more
complex elements! of refractive indexns embedded in a
background dielectric medium of refractive indexnb . f is
the filling fraction of the dielectricns , andA the fcc lattice
constant. Previous studies of the fcc structure of high die
tric spheres (ns.1,nb51) found a pseudogap between th
lowest bands.15 The finding in this paper is that the fcc stru
ture can be modified to obtain a rich variety offull PBG’s.

The fcc lattice of close-packed touching dielectric sphe
3701 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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has a featureless DOS~not shown!,15 since the dielectric
fraction is too large. If the fraction of dielectric is reduced
25%, a photonic DOS@Fig. 1~a!# displays deep minima o
pseudogaps at 0.8 and 1.22 (c0 /A). An index contrast of
ns /nb52.81 is used, appropriate for titania at optical wav
lengths. The lower frequency pseudogap spans a wide
quency range ('15%), whereas the higher pseudogap
very narrow. At the higher ‘‘gap’’ the DOS is actually belo

FIG. 1. ~a! Photonic DOS for fcc lattice of high dielectri
spheres in a low dielectric background, with a 25% dielectric filli
ratio. For comparison, the free-photon DOS is shown by the do
line. Frequencies are expressed in dimensionless units ofc0 /A,
wherec0 is the speed of light andA the fcc lattice constant. DOS i
in units of photon states per unit cell.~b! Calculated photon DOS
for the fcc lattice of dielectric spheres~radiusRb) connected by thin
cylindrical rods ~radius Rb) to form an interconnected network
displaying higher frequency gap. The filling ratio is 25%.~c! The
photon DOS for fcc lattice of large dielectric sheres surrounded
smaller dielectric spheres (Rb) in the 110 directions. Each larg
sphere has 12 smaller spheres as neighbors for a filling rati
27%. As in~b!, a higher-frequency gap is found.
-
e-
s

the free-photon DOS~dashed line, Fig. 1!. The higher-
frequency DOS was not considered in the earlier work. T
close spacing between flatter higher bands17 generates rapid
changes in the high-frequency DOS. Comparison with M
scattering theory is applicable in the limit of small spher
The low-frequency psuedogap at 0.8c0 /A is a remnant of the
Mie resonances of a single sphere,15 where waves are
strongly scattered.

Experimental synthesis of this structure may be feas
with coated spheres, having a high dielectric core~indexns ,
and radiusRi50.7R, whereR is the sphere radius! enclosed
by a suitable low dielectric outer coating~index nb). Such
spheres can then be close packed in the fcc structure.

This simple fcc structure can be modified to obtain afull
PBG. If the spheres at the fcc lattice sites are connected
thin dielectric cylinders, generating a connected dielec
network with f '25%, we obtain a full higher frequenc
photonic gap@Fig. 1~b!#. The higher pseudogap found wit
spheres@Fig. 1~a!# opens into a full three-dimensional ga
when the spheres are connected. This filling ratio is typi
of the best 3D-PBG structures found previously. The ex
rods provide connectivity of the dielectric structure, which
known to help the 3D gaps. The gap is robust forf ranging
between 20–30 %. The optimized gap occurs for a cylin
radius Rcyl /A50.048 connecting spheres of radiusRs /A
50.23. The band gap remains open for contrasts on
52.81 appropriate for titania. The minimum contrast need
to open the gap is 2.7, and the gap widens with increas
contrast~Fig. 2!. This structure may be realized by enclosin
large spheres by 12 smaller spheres and thermal treatme
fuse the smaller spheres into thin cylindrical rodlike conn
tors. This ball-and-stick structure may also be suitable
fabrication with the rapid laser prototyping.19 Connected
0.45m-diameter titania spheres (n52.81) gives a pseudoga
of around 792 nm and a higher gap at 560 nm for the c
nected structure, and pseudogaps at 776 and 558 nm fo
disconnected structure of spheres@Fig. 1~a!#.

Another related fcc structure is composed of larg
spheres (Ra /A50.23! surrounded by 12 small sphere
(Rb /A50.082), that reside symmetrically between the larg
spheres, in the 110 directions. The spheres do not touch,
the optimizedf is 27% in this geometry. This structure has

d

y

of

FIG. 2. The magnitude of the full 3D PBG as measured by
gap/midgap ratio as a function of the refractive index contrast.
sults are for the high dielectric spheres connected by cylinders@Fig.
1~b!#, the binary system of dielectric spheres@Fig. 1~c!#, and low
dielectric spheres in a high dielectric background~Fig. 3!.
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full gap @Fig. 1~c!#, that is slightly reduced in magnitud
from the case with spheres and rods. Fabrication of
structure is a candidate for binary colloidal systems. T
introduction of two different sizes of cylinders has be
found to increase the size of band gaps in 2D-PBG crysta22

The analog here is that introducing extra scattering elem
in the unit cell, opens up three-dimensional PBG’s. The ex
rods or extra cylinders do not lower the crystal symmet
We also found that the skeletal fcc structure composed
dielectric rods connecting the lattice sites andf '15–18 %
also has a pseudogap~between the 2-3 bands!.

We now investigate the ‘‘conjugate’’ fcc structure whe
the background has high dielectric (nb.1,ns51). The band
structure of close-packed air spheres~dielectric f 50.26)
generated much initial controversy.14–16,20Full vector-wave
band calculations demonstrated that this fcc structure d
not have a fundamental gap between the lowest bands. T
second and third bands are degenerate at theW point leading
to a pseudogap in the photonic DOS~Fig. 3!. In addition, the
fcc structure has a remarkable full photonic band gap
tween the 8 and 9 bands, over the entire Brillouin zone~Fig.
3!. The magnitude of this gap is largest almost at the clo
packed geometry (f 50.74), where the low dielectric~air!
spheres touch. For all filling ratios, the dielectric backgrou
forms a multiply connected network. The minimum refra
tive index contrast needed to observe this gap is 2.9, so
what larger than the geometry of spheres and cylinders~Fig.
2!. In the close-packed geometry, the gap opens for ref
tive index contrastsn2 /n1.2.9 somewhat larger than tha
found with dielectric spheres and rods~Fig. 2!. Since the
higher bands are relatively flat, the band edges are relati
insensitive to the direction of wave propagation.21

A process to fabricate the conjugate fcc structure is to
higher dielectric background such as ceramic or semicond
tor material enclosing lower dielectric microspheres. A p
sible high-contrast system consists of filling spaces betw
polystyrene spheres with semiconductor such as nanocry
line silicon or germanium and evaporating the spheres
leave a matrix of spherical air cavities in a high dielect

FIG. 3. The photonic densities of states for a close-packed
lattice of low dielectric spheres~refractive indexn1) in a high di-
electric background (n2). The calculated DOS is for a contra
n2 /n153.1. The free-photon DOS~dashed line! is shown for com-
parison.
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background. This would be suitable in the IR region whe
Si (n53.4) has low absorption, and 0.85m cavities give the
full gap at 1.52m and the pseudogap at 2.28m. Using cavities
of diameter 310 nm in a backgroundn53.1 ~Fig. 3! would
give a pseudogap wavelength of 769 nm, and a full gap
506 nm. These wavelengths simply scale with the size of
cavity. Titania as background (n52.81) can be used for the
pseudogap in the optical region.

A dramatic reduction of spontaenous emission would
ist within the full band gaps of these fcc structures. Even
the pseudogap of the conjugate structure~Fig. 3!, the photon
DOS is lower than the free-photon value, and spontane
emission would also be suppressed. Using higher band g
increases the frequency by 50% from the lower gap. At
band edges, the fcc DOS is considerably enhanced ove
free-photon value due to the higher dielectric material.

We investigate the effect of realistic absorption of t
gaps using transfer-matrix calculations. We calculated
transmission along the 100 direction of the fcc crystal
dielectric spheres@ f 50.25, corresponding to the DOS o
Fig. 1~a!#, with a substantial absorption@ Im(e)50.5)], and
compare it to the case without any absorption~Fig. 4!. The
low-frequency pseudogap generates a very deep minimu
the transmission~Fig. 4!, that is mostly unaffected by ab
sorption. At higher frequencies the transmission is attenua
by 15–20 dB with absorption. The recovery of the transm
sion after the higher gap is poor, implying that it is difficu
to observe higher gaps when absorption becomes signific
We found similar results in transmission calculations throu
the conjugate fcc structure with absorption. Higher ba
gaps are more sensitive to absorption since the phase o
electromagnetic wave exp~2 ink.r ) oscillates rapidly in the
unit cell for higher frequencies or largek, and the wave
amplitude is more strongly damped with absorption~Im n.
0!. In contrast, the lower band gaps are more robust to
sorption and hence easier to measure.

From transfer-matrix calculations we also found that t
higher band gap is sensitive to disorder, whereas
pseudogap is far more robust. It is also necessary to main
the ABC stacking sequence of the close-packed layers

c
FIG. 4. The transmission along the 100 direction of the

crystal of dielectric spheres@DOS in Fig. 1~a!#. Shown are the
transmission without absorption~solid line! and a substantial ab
sorption@Im(e)50.5# ~dashed line!. The real part of the dielectric
function is kept constant~7.89! in both cases.
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observe the photonic gaps of the conjugate structure.
alternative hcp structure withABAB stacking does display a
higher gap but not the lower pseudogap for the same die
tric contrast used for the fcc structure.

Since we found binary colloidal crystals with full PBG
@the structure in Fig. 1~c!#, we investigated the relatedAB2
crystal that was experimentally realized in binary mixtures
hard-sphere colloids. In theAB2 crystal, largerA spheres
form close-packed layers. The smallerB spheres occupy the
trigonal prismatic cavities between theA layers. The result-
ing structure consists of alternating hexagonal layers of sm
and large spheres, with each large sphere surrounded b
smaller spheres. We performed calculations for the exp
mental geometry12 with radius ratioRA /RB50.58, in which
the A spheres touch.

The photonic DOS for the conjugateAB2 structure of low
dielectric spheres in a high dielectric background (nb
53.1,ns51) shows an interesting narrow pseudogap
tween higher bands@Fig. 5~a!#. The DOS becomes ver
small over in a narrow high-frequency range is caused b
small number of band crossings occurring at this high f
quency. The DOS is below the free-photon value in this f
quency range. As found in the fcc and hcp crystals, the ‘
rect’’ AB2 structure with high dielectric spheres in a lo
dielectric background does not exhibit a significant modu
tion in the photonic DOS@Fig. 5~b!#. The dielectric fraction
f 50.82 issimply too large.

Generally, photonic band gaps have been found to oc
in connected dielectric structures. TheE-field lines are con-
tinuous and the lower ‘‘dielectric’’ band consists of theE
field concentrated in the dielectric regions. The upper ‘‘a
band consists of theE field concentrated in the low-dielectri
~air! region. The difference between the frequencies of th
waves produces the PBG.2 This analysis may be extended
gaps at higher frequencies.

In the fcc structure with spheres and cylinders@Fig. 1~b!#
or the conjugate fcc structure~Fig. 3!, the dielectric region is
continously connected, allowing the distinction between
electric and air bands. Even in a structure with two dielec
spheres@Fig. 1~c!#, a dielectric channel is enhanced by t
smaller sphere. Dielectric filling ratiosf of 20–30 % are
optimum. However, for touching dielectric spheres or t
AB2 structure of spheres, the dielectric regions touch
single points, andf is too large to produce gaps. The distin
tion between dielectric and air bands disappears—all ba
are concentrated in the high dielectric region. Connectvity
dielectric structures improves the PBG’s as found in ot
3D structures.
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In conclusion, we found full three-dimensional photon
band gaps and pseudogaps in fcc structures. Such struc
offer interesting possibilities for colloidal crystal growth
Connectivity of the dielectric structure is crucial in openin
3D PBG’s. Defect states may be engineered into the gap
perturbing the lattice periodicity. These systems may h
interesting applications in inhibiting spontaneous emiss
and controlling chemical reactivity.
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FIG. 5. ~a! DOS for the conjugateAB2 structure with a high
dielectric background and air spheres (nb53.1,ns51). The sphere
filling ratio is 0.82. For comparison the free photon DOS is sho
by the dotted line.~b! DOS for theAB2 structure with dielectric
spheres (ns53.1) in an air background (nb51).
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